We say S is a Lip (D) interpolating {LI) sequence if the restriction mapping from Lip (D) to Lip (S) given by / -> /1S is surjective. Our aim is to describe some of the properties of such sequences and to give some examples. Specifically we show that an LI sequence must either be a uniformly separated sequence, or the union of two such sequences which approach one another as they tend to 3D. is related to Lipφ) by the following:
If/eLip(D) let M f = Inf {Λf: \f(z)-f(w) \ ^ M\z -w\Vz, weD}. M f is a pseudo-norm on Lip (D)
(1) / 6 Lip (D) iff /' G H°°{D) in which case M f = \\f'\\ .
If Sc5 is a set with no interior, define We are interested primarily in the case where S = {a t }ΐLί is a sequence in D, and from now on we will always assume S is such a sequence. We relate LI sequences to interpolating sequences for If z, weD, we define the pseudo-hyperbolic distance, p(z, w) = \(z -w)/(l -zw)\. If S = {αJΓ=i, let JS^ be the Blaschke product with zeros precisely at a t = 1, 2 . S is interpolating for H°°(D) if the evaluation mapping from iϊ°°(Z)) to Z 00 given by /-•{/(α i )}<Li is surjective. A well known theorem of L. Carleson [1] is that S is interpolating for H°°(D) iff it is uniformly separated (US), i.e., there exists a constant m such that
We call the constant m in the above definition, a US bound on S. THEOREM Then for a = 1, 2, if α io e S β , (5) yields
// S is LI then either (a) S is US or (b) S is not US but S = S t U S
\f(z) l^-dAl B τ/{dj] (z) I Vj = 1, 2, Proof. feH°°(D) so / = FB T where FeH~(D). Now fix j . 1/(2) I -1/(2) -f(dj) \£M f \z-dj I V^ G D i.e.,
Now fix i, and let T -S\{αJ then Lemma 1 gives
Consequently S 1 and S 2 are both C7S. Renaming the points: S t = {δJίLi, S 2 = {cjs=i so that {b if cj 6 C, we get the desired decomposition.
There remains the question of whether any LI sequences exist. For example, it is possible to construct a US sequence, converging to only one point on D, but violating (2). Hence US need not imply LI. Theorem 2 and its corollary give some conditions under which US does imply LI.
For fixed t, 0 < t < 1, define the nontangential wedge,
. W t is the region lying between two distinct circles with centers on the imaginary axis, which intersect one another at ±1. Let W t = D U [(5\ΐίζ)*] where (") means closure and * means reflection across the unit circle. Let σ(z) = (1 -z)/(l + z). σ maps D into the right half-plane. It takes W t onto the region lying to the right of both lines, y = ±(τ/l -t*/t)x, and it takes onto the region lying between the two lines. 
COROLLARY. If S 19 S 2 c W t and S, and S 2 are both US then (l-z 2 )B Sl , S2 (z)eUv(D).

THEOREM 2. Suppose 0 < t < 1, S = {a n }n=ι c T7i, α^d S is US. Then (a) S is LI. (b) There exists a sequence S t = {6 % }?=i such that S t is US, S \J S 1 is LI, and p(a n , b n )->0 as n -+ 00 (c) If he Lip (S) and {λ^}^= 1 e I 00 then there exists f e Lip (D) such that f\S = h and f'(a n ) -X n for all n.
The first of the folloging two lemmas is a straightforward calculation with infinite products; the second is due to J. P. Earl. b) Define δ % as follows. If 1 -| a n \ < 5/3, choose b n so that I K -a n \ ^ 1/2(1 -I a n |) 2 . Otherwise, let b n = α Λ .
(6) |0(α», 6.) ^ |6. -αj/(l -| a n |)< 1 -| αj .
Moreover, | l±b n \ ^ | l±α Λ | -| a n -b n \ ^ 1/2(1 ~ | a n |). So 11 -bl I ^ 1/4(1 -aj ^ 12 | a n -b n |. Consequently,
(7)
K-a n \ _ 11 -I 6J 2 + 6.(6. -a n ) p(a n , 6 n ) 11 -6i I Now (6) and Lemmas 4 and 5 imply S x = {K}^ι is f/S, S x c W s for some s > 0, and p{a n , b n ) -> 0, so S U S t is not Z7S.
If h c) We note that B' s (a n ) -B fi \ { α n ,(α )/(1 -I a n | 2 ) so that if {7J-=1 e ί-and Γ -Sup. | 7j, then | Ύj(l -ai)BK»») I ^ Π«. Applying Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 and the corollary to Proposition 3, we have a constant Q", a US sequence S" (contained in a wedge) such that if g(z) = Q"(l -z 2 )B S{JS »(z), geLiv(D), g(a n ) = 0, and g\a n ) = Ύ n for all n.
Finally, if h e Lip (S) and {λ % }^= 1 e ?°°, by part (a) there exists GeLip(D) such that G\S = h. Letting Ί n = λ n -G'(aJ, and obtaining g as above, we see that f -G + g performs the desired interpolation. We note that for 0 COROLLARY. Suppose S = {α»}£U c D and there exists t, 0 < t < 1, that Φ t (S) = {^(αJJϊU is C7S. Γftβn S is LI.
Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that 3D f] S c{±l} and S is ίJS. Let A G Lip ±1 JS, then h(a n )/(l -al) e l°° so there exists a constant Q and a C7S sequence of points, S', near Φ^S) such that QB s {Φ t (a n )) -h(a n )/(l -al). A straight forward calculation, or an appeal to Lemma 2,  (2) By noting that S is H°° interpolating for W t in Theorem 2, and applying Lemma 2, we can eliminate the need for Lemma 6, simplifying (slightly) the proof of Theorem 2. On the other hand, the argument presented here shows that as in the H™ case, Lipschitz interpolation can be performed by (somewhat modified) Blaschke products.
(3) The corollary to Theorem 2 enables one to construct tangential LI sequences by taking a US sequence S λ c W t which is contained in no W s for s > t, and letting S = Φ For certain types of tangential sequences we can obtain conditions b) and c) of Theorem 2.
Ω c is a disk in D, tangent to dD at 1 (with radius 1/1 + c). (c) // {X n }n=i £ l°° there exists /eLip(Z)) such that f(a n ) = 0 and f'(a n ) = X n for all n.
The proof of Theorem 3 is essentially the same as that of parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 2, once we have the following. Finally, we note that the problem of describing LI sequences can be broken into two parts: describing LI sets on 3D, and describing sequences, S 9 which are L s ΠdD I sequences. Proof. Suppose S is LI. Then S is clearly L E I. Let F e Lip (E). By a theorem of Valentine (see [6] ), F can be extended to G e Lip (S). Hence there exists g e Lip (D) such that g \ S -G \ S. Since g is uniformly continuous, it is clear that g\ E = F.
Conversely, if S is an L E I sequence, and E is an LI set, let fee Lip (S). h can be extended to FeLip(S).
Hence there exists g e Lip (D) such that g\E = F\E. If H = h -g \ S, then He Lip^S) and there exists G e Lip (£>) such that G\S = H. (G + g) e Lip (D) and (G + 0) | S = h.
REMARKS. (1) Theorems 1 and 2 should be compared with the results of S. A. Vinogradov [7] which deal with nontangential sequences for functions with derivatives in H\D). In this case, US is necessary and sufficient for the appropriate interpolation problem.
(2) We are indebted to the referee whose remarks resulted in greatly simplified proofs of Propositions 3 and 3a. He also pointed out the existence of tangential LI sequences.
